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NEWS LETTER NO 42

Update 29/9/2014  Malcesine (lake Garda)
            It may seem strange to people reading this, but last week to us 
was a holiday. We had booked a site (our first out of the U.K.) As we 
wanted to be close to Malcesine.

Our good friends Catie and Peter were once again holidaying in Italy so 
we planed to meet up with them and spend a few days playing at 
holiday makers, and it was great.
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We would like to thank them for there company and generosity.

Dislike of the day.
        Spending 2 days in bed with a cold/flu when the sun is shinning 
and it is Catie and Peters last day.
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Like of the day.
           A still warm evening with onion gravy on the gas stove, toad in 
the hole in the Remoska. A glass of vino rossi by my side, life does not 
get any better. It sure makes up for 42 years of early starts late nights 
and call outs even on Xmas day.

Update 2/10/2014  Maderno (lake Garda)
           Lake Garda is one of our favourite places in Europe and one of 
the best ways to get around is by ferry. Garda has 24 towns where the 
ferry calls. It's about 3.5 hrs from top to bottom on the ferry. There is a 
wide range of different ferry’s from paddle to hydro foil.
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 There are also 2 across lake car ferry’s the one from Maderno to  Torri 
is particular busy a car is approx £10 which saves you 50 mile  and 
about 1.5 hours of stop go traffic.

Dislike of the day
            Camp-site wi-fi passwords with 24 caractors as with.
                           “campeggiopromontorio2014”

The climate is so kind out here all you need to do to pick a peach is 
open your top roof vent. (it was the people on the next pitch)
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